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Abstract 
We develop a geometric understanding of the Darboux transform of isothermic submanifolds in 
the self-dual Grassmannian G虞竺）• We relate a mutual pair of Darboux transforms to the common 
envelopes of a congruence of cyclides. 
1 Introduction 
Isothermic surfaces were studied extensively around the turn of the 20th Century by, 
among others, Bianchi [Bil, Bi2], Blaschke [Bl], and Darboux [D]. Study of these was 
revived by Cieslinski-Goldstein-Sym [CGS], who showed that isothermic surfaces formed 
an integrable theorem. Burstall et al. [BDPP] then generalised this integrable structure 
to define isothermic submanifolds in certain other spaces, known as symmetric R-spaces. 
In this paper, we aim to find an analogue of a result of Blaschke [Bl] (see [H, Section 
3.1] for a ful account of this). Blaschke shows that a Darboux pair of isothermic surfaces 
in the conformal 3-sphere envelop a common congruence of spheres and induce the same 
conformal structure on their domain. This has already been extended to the conformal n-
sphere by Ma [M] but we will show that a similar result holds for maximal non-degenerate 
isothermic submanifolds in the Grassmannian. 
In section 2, we will define isothermic submanifolds of the Grassmannian and their 
Darboux transforms and collect several results about Darboux transforms and curved 
flats. 
Finally, in section 3, we define our special submanifolds, called cyclides, as well as 
defining a generalised conformal structure. This allows us to state our main theorem 
linking Darboux pairs to envelopes of cyclide congruences via curved flats. 
2 lsothermic submanifolds of the Grassmannian 
2.1 The Grassmannian 
Let g = (n, q and G be its adjoint group isomorphic to PSL(n, q. We denote the 
Grassmannian of k-dimensional subspaces of en by Gk(Cn). The group G acts transitively 
on伍 (Cn)so that we may view it as a homogeneous space. We may use this fact o study 
the geometry of Gk(Cn) using the Lie theory of G. As an example of this, the solder form 
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gives an isomorphism for each V E Gk(C門．
f3v : Hom(V, e,n /V)竺 9/stab(V)→ T心 (C門；
d 
X + stab(V)→ ー exp(tX)• V, 
dt t=O 
(1) 
where stab(V) :S g denotes the infinitesimal stabiliser of V. We can consider stab(V)1_ the 
polar of stab(V) with respect to the Killing form of g. In fact, this is dual tog/ stab(V) 
and so we make the identifications: 
stab(V)_j_竺 Hom(<Cn/V, V)竺r;,伍(<C門 (2) 
Note that this is an abelian subalgebra of g which will be important for the definition of 
isothermic submanifold. 
Extending the concept of projective duality, Gk(Cりhasa natural dual space. Let 
VE Gk(Cn). Then we say W::; en is complementary to V if V① W=C匹 Clearlythen 
W E Gn-k(Cn). This choice allows us to identify en /V竺 W and similarly en /W竺 V.
Definition 2.1 (Space of complementary pairs). Let 
Z := {(V, W) E伍 (ccn)X Gn-k(ccn)IV EB w = c冗 (3) 
We cal this the space of complementary pairs. 
Proposition 2.2. Z is a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric G-space. 
Proof. Firstly, we note that G acts transitively on伍 (<Cn).Moreover, exp(stab(V)_j_) :S 
Stab(V) :S G acts transitively on the set of W E Gn-k(<C門complementaryto V. Thus 
G acts transitively on Z. 
Let bv,w := stab(V) n stab(W), mv,w := stab(V)_j_ EB stab(W)_j_. Then bv,w is the 
infinitesimal stabiliser of (V, W) E Z and [bv,w, mv,w] C mv,w, [mv,w, mv,w] C bv,w・
Thus Z is a symmetric space. ロ
2.2 Isothermic submanifolds 
Let f: ~ → 伍 (Cりbesome map from a manifold~- We can then shift our viewpoint 
and consider f as a bundle: 
fx := stab(f(x)) (4) 
Equally, we can define a bundle f_j_ by J;-:= Ux)_j_. Both of these are sub bundles of the 
trivial bundle!!=~x g. In particular, we have a trivial connection don!! allowing us to 
make the following definition. 
Definition 2.3. Let f : ~ → 伍 (C門.We cal f isothermic if there exists a non-zero 
1-form T/ E 01(1_]_) such that dT/ = 0. Then (J,T/) is an isothe叩 icsubmanifold if f 
immerses. 
Using (2) we can view T/as a J-1T*G (Cn) k valued 1-form, meamng we can contract 1t 
with df to give 2-tensor町(X,Y) := T/x(df砂 Infact, q1 is symmetric [?]*Proposition 6.1 
so we make the definition: 
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Definition 2.4. We cal q1 the quadmtic form associated to(!, TJ). We say(!, TJ) is 
non-degenemte if q1 is non-degenerate. 
Isothermic submanifolds are an example of an integrable system. In geometric terms, 
this manifests as a family of flat connections. Let f : ~ → 伍(<C門beany map and 
T/ E炉(F).Define▽: = d + tT]. Then the curvature of▽ is: 
t2 
屈＝炉+tdTJ +う[TJI¥ TJ]. (5) 
Now dis flat and f_j_ is a bundle of abelian subalgebras of 9 so▽ t isflat if, and only if, 
(f,TJ)". 1s rnotherm1c. 
Using this family of connections allows us to define transformations of isothermic sub-
manifolds. While it is possible to define the T-transform using this data, this paper will 
focus on the Darboux transform. 
Definition 2.5 (Darboux transform). Let(!, TJ) be an isothermic submanifold of Gk(<Cn) 
andm E股¥{O}. Then j: ~ → Gn-k(<C門isa Darboux tmnsform off with parameter 
m if: 
• Any section (of J has▽ m(E瑞(}),
• f and f are pointwise complementary. 
We will refer to f, J asa Darboux pair. 
Proposition 2.6 ([BDPP, Theorem 3.10]). If J isa Darboux transform off then f is 
also a Darboux transform off. 
A key result that we will use is that a Darboux pair is precisely a curved flat into 
Z. Curved flats are another integrable system developed by Ferus-Pedit [FP] and can be 
defined into any symmetric space. We shall focus narrow our focus to curved flats in Z, 
however. For (!, f) : ~→ Z we can define NE D1(f_j_① P) by: 
N:=町J_o df +町J_o dj. (6) 
Definition 2.7 (Curved flat). Let(!, J): I: → Z. Then 1> is a curved fiatがImぷ is
an abelian subalgebra of J x ① J;-for al x E I:. 
Propos1t10n 2.8 ([BDPP, Theorem 5.8]). A map (!, f) : I: → Z is a curved fiat if, and 
only if, J, J are a Darboux pair of isothermic maps. 
If we restrict our attention to non-degenerate isothermic submanifolds of maximal 
dimension we can obtain a further result. 
Definition 2.9 (Cartan subspace). Let (V, W) E Z, and let c さ stab(V)-1 〶 stab(W)-1
be a maximal abelian subalgebra al of whose elements are semisimple. Then we call c a 
Cartan subspace of stab(V)-1① stab(W)-1. 
Proposition 2.10 ([BDPP, Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 6.5]). Two maps f, J are a 
Darboux pair of maximal non-degenerate isothermic submanifolds if, and only if, Imぷ
is a Ca廿ansubspace for al x E I:. 
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3 Cyclides 
In this section, we will demonstrate a geometric interpretation for the Darbo訟 trans-
form of maximal non-degenerate isothermic submanifolds in the self-dual Grassmannian 
伍 (C叫.Such a Darboux pair will be seen to be the common envelopes of a congruence 
of submanifolds, the form of which we will define. 
The motivation for our definition will be that a Cartan subspace for Z defines a splitting 
of two complementary planes V, WE Gk(C叫 intopaired lines. 
Proposition 3.1. Let (V, W) E Z c (Gk(C叫）2. Then any Cartan subspace of mv,w is 
of the form: 
C=〈E;+且Ii=1, .. ,k〉, (7) 
for E; E Li@ L;, E; Eぢ@L;, where V =〶い L;,W= ④，7=1L,. 
Proof. From [LM, Theorem 4.1] we see that al Cart皿 subspacesof mv,w are conjugate. 
We therefore need only show that one such c isa Cartan subspace. Firstly, we note c is
clearly abelian. If X E mv,w = Hom(V, W) 〶 Hom(W,V) such that [X, c] = 0 then we 
se: 
[X,Ei+且l= o, (8) 
for each i. Using our splitting cc2n = E9しふ訊訊ふ， weobtain a splitting of mv,w = 
〶因，jSkLt 0 Lj 〶④lSi,jSk i L* 0 Lj, Then, projecting onto these factors in (8) tels us 
that X E c.Thus c isa maximal abelian. Each且＋且 isa semisimple endomorphism 
and, as c isabelian, any linear combination of these elements is also semisimple. ロ
We now wish to endow伍 (C町witha structure akin to the conformal structure of 
the n-sphere. We adapt the definition of Gindikin-Kaneyuki [GK] to Gk(CC叫：
Definition 3.2 (Generalised conformal structure). The generolised conformal struc-
ture of伍 (C叫 atVis: 
Cv :={XE Ti心 (CC2k)lrank(X)< dim V}. (9) 
In other words, the generalised conformal structure is the set of al elements of Hom(V, C2k /V) 
that fail to be isomorphisms 
Let½ ① .. ・① 怜＝臼 bea splitting into 2-dimensional subspaces. Then: 
<l> : JP(½) X .. ・ X JP(1/j砂→伍(C叫；(£1, .. , 伍）→ L1① ・・・① 伝 (10) 
is an embedded submanifold. In fact, the domain is compact so we only need to show 
that it is an injective immersion. It is naturally injective and by (1) 
Im(d<I>)(L,, い＝〶Hom(Li,V;,/L』C Hom(〶 Li,c2k I 〶 Li)- (11) 
i=l i=l i=l 
We note that these tangent spaces intersect with the generalised conformal structure as 
the union of k linearly independent hyperplanes: 





If, for each i, we take some Li :s; ½distinct from Li, then L :=④ i=l Li is complemen-
tary to L :=④いLi.Thus we can make some identifications of the tangent spaces as 
in [ref tangent space with complement] Hom(½/ Lぃム）全 Hom(Li,L』,Hom(V;/Li,L』全





Theorem 3.3. Let f, f : E→ 伍 (C叫 bepointwise complementary. Then f, f are a 
Darboux pair of maximal non-degenerate isothermic surfaces if, and only if, they envelop 
a commonA cyclide congru:nce, they induce the same generalised conformal structure on 
T:E and df o df-1(Hi) = Hi・
Proof. Let f, J : E→ Gk(匹） be a Darboux pair of maximal non-degenerate isothermic 
submanifolds. Then (f, }) : :E→ Z is a curved flat. Now Proposition 3.1 tels us that 
N=~ し占0(Ei + E_;) for E; EL; ⑧ L;, E; E L; 0£; and f =〶い L;,f=④ ~=1 L,. 
Thus, 
k k 
df=LW墨 Ei,df=LW冷凡． (14) 
z=l i=l 
The cyclide congruence C defined by¼:= Li① Li then contains f, J ateach point and 
has tangent spaces: 
乃C=〈Eili= 1, .. , k〉,T1C=〈Eili= 1, .. ,k〉. (15) 
Thus, f, f envelop C and induce the same generalised conformal structure on TI; given by 
Uk i=l Kerw;. Moreover, df o df―1 sends E; to E; and therefore it preserves the generalised 
conformal hyperplane~. 
Conversely, let f, f en':_elop a con:_imon cyclide congruence C defined by¼for i = 
1, .. , k.Let L; :=¼n f, L; :=¼n f. Then 
k k 
df=LW冷 Ei,df= L ふR且． (16) 
i=l i=l 
with Ei E L* 0 L i, Ei E L1 0 L,. These have generalised conformal hyperplanes Hi := 
〶 Hom(Lj,L Hi := J今 A J) A 〶#iHom(L凸）• Then, the induced generalised conformal 
structures on T~are given by LJいKerwiand LJいKerふrespectively.If these are the 
same then each出mustbe pointwise the scale of some w・. If we require o df cf; 仁 (Hi)=凡
this forces砧＝いforsome入： E→ C. Thus, N := 7r・1_ odf +町1_odf= Lい叫叫＋入：
A f 
and by rescaling Ei we see that Imぷ isa Cartan subspace for al x E~- Therefore f, f 
are a Darboux pair of maximal non-degenerate isothermic submanifolds. ロ
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